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What GAO Found

The Department of Justice (DOJ) awarded $136 million in grants from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 to entities that assist individuals reentering society after serving their prison sentence under the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018. Specifically, DOJ awarded 144 grants to entities such as state and local governments and nonprofit organizations. Grantees are to use funds to deliver services (e.g., employment and housing assistance), build local partnerships, and evaluate the effectiveness of their programs.

Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Grantee Type, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organizations</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions of higher education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small business</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice (DOJ) data. | GAO-22-104641

DOJ has two approaches to evaluate the effectiveness of the reentry grants on individuals’ success at reentering the community and avoiding recidivism. First, DOJ is funding an evaluation designed to provide evidence of the effectiveness of three selected grantees. Second, some grantees are required to evaluate their programs, and others may choose to do so. However, grantees have latitude in some cases to determine the type and focus of their evaluation. Generally, these evaluations are due after the grant period ends, and it is too soon to know what these evaluations will show regarding grant effectiveness, according to DOJ.

Second Chance grantees are generally required to submit performance data to DOJ, and DOJ has published the data it received in congressional budget justifications and grant program fact sheets that GAO reviewed. However, DOJ did not identify limitations of the data or discuss what conclusions could or could not be drawn from the data in these products. DOJ has previously stated that these performance data cannot be used as evidence of the effectiveness of Second Chance grant programs. Taking steps to identify limitations of the data in published documents, consistent with leading practices for transparently reporting performance information, would provide the necessary context for Congress and other readers to appropriately interpret the information and make informed decisions about Second Chance grant programs.

What GAO Recommends

GAO recommends that DOJ ensure that published products that include Second Chance Reauthorization Act performance data clearly identify the limitations of those data. DOJ concurred with the recommendation.

Why GAO Did This Study

More than 600,000 individuals were released from U.S. prisons in 2019 after serving their sentences. DOJ awards grants to organizations that assist these individuals in obtaining employment, housing, and mental health treatment, among other services.

The Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 includes a provision for GAO to review DOJ’s reentry grants. This report (1) describes Second Chance Reauthorization Act grants awarded by DOJ from fiscal years 2019 to 2020, (2) examines steps that DOJ is taking to evaluate the effectiveness of these grants, and (3) describes the reentry grant performance data that DOJ reported in products shared with external parties and assesses whether DOJ disclosed any limitations of the data.

GAO analyzed DOJ data and documents (e.g., grant solicitations) related to reentry grants awarded in fiscal years 2019 and 2020. GAO also interviewed agency officials to discuss performance data and evaluation planning. GAO interviewed representatives from a nongeneralizable sample of eight grantees. The sample was selected based on factors including organization type (e.g., state government agencies or nonprofit organizations) and population served.

What GAO Recommends

GAO recommends that DOJ ensure that published products that include Second Chance Reauthorization Act performance data clearly identify the limitations of those data. DOJ concurred with the recommendation.

View GAO-22-104641. For more information, contact Gretta L. Goodwin at (202) 512-8777 or GoodwinG@gao.gov.
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More than 600,000 individuals were released from state and federal prisons in the U.S. in 2019 after serving their sentences, according to the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Additionally, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, prisons and jails across the U.S. made efforts to reduce their populations to protect incarcerated people from the virus. The needs of individuals reentering the community are wide-ranging. Such needs may include assistance with education, employment, or housing; treatment for mental health or substance use disorders; and reestablishing positive social support networks. The reentry challenges that individuals face can sometimes lead them to reoffend and return to prison. One Department of Justice (DOJ) study found that approximately 60 percent of people released from state prisons in 2012 were rearrested within 3 years.¹

We have previously reported on the challenges that individuals faced upon reentering society after incarceration and on the federal grant programs designed to help reduce recidivism.² In September 2017, we


reported on collateral consequences that individuals may face after a criminal conviction and on stakeholder views on whether the federal government should take action to reduce the severity of these consequences. These consequences can affect many aspects of an individual’s life, such as the ability to obtain or maintain employment, business licenses, education, government benefits, civic participation, and parental rights. For example, federal and state laws or regulations may place limitations or prohibitions on the ability of formerly incarcerated individuals to obtain certain employment credentials or certifications, such as a flight engineer certification.

Title V of the First Step Act of 2018, entitled the “Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018,” authorizes the Attorney General to provide reentry grants in fiscal years 2019 through 2023. For example, the grants can be awarded to entities (e.g., state governments, nonprofit organizations) to provide reentry services like education and employment assistance, substance use disorder and mental health treatment, and mentoring.

Generally, the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 also includes a provision for us to review grant programs amended by the Act or making awards pursuant to the Act. This report (1) describes grants awarded under the Second Chance Reauthorization Act reentry programs from fiscal years 2019 to 2020, (2) examines steps that DOJ is taking to evaluate the effectiveness of Second Chance Reauthorization Act grant programs (referred to in this report as “Second Chance grant programs”) in supporting individuals' reentry to the community and reducing recidivism, and (3) describes the reentry grant performance data that DOJ reported in products shared with external parties and assesses whether DOJ disclosed any limitations of the data.

To address our first objective, we analyzed data from DOJ’s Grants Management System regarding Second Chance grant program awards.

---

3“Collateral consequences” are the penalties and disadvantages that can be imposed upon an individual with a criminal conviction, in addition to those directly associated with a sentence (such as a fine, prison, or community service).

4For example, see 14 C.F.R. § 63.12 and 42 U.S.C. § 13041.


We analyzed these data to understand the amount of funding and how many grants were awarded in each of the 12 programs and overall. We also analyzed data on the characteristics of grantees, such as the type of organization, their location, and descriptions of their planned interventions. We focused on grants awarded by DOJ and accepted by grantees from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 because they were the most recent data available at the time of our analyses. To assess the reliability of these data, we performed electronic and manual testing for missing data and obvious errors, reviewed DOJ documentation on the Grants Management System, and interviewed DOJ officials with knowledge of the system and how the accuracy and reliability of the data are maintained. We found the data reliable for the purposes of reporting on the number of grants awarded, the amount of funds awarded, and the characteristics of grantees under the Second Chance grant programs. We also reviewed the grant solicitations for fiscal years 2019 and 2020 to better understand the grant programs’ goals and allowable grant-funded activities.

To address our second objective, we reviewed documentation regarding Second Chance grant program awards from fiscal years 2019 to 2020, including grant solicitations, grant applications, and evaluation planning documents. We reviewed these documents to understand steps that DOJ is taking to evaluate the effectiveness of Second Chance grant programs. We also interviewed officials within DOJ’s National Institute of Justice (NIJ), Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to further understand actions that DOJ has underway or is planning to take to determine the effectiveness of Second Chance grant programs. Finally, we spoke with organizations that played a role in the development of the plan to evaluate Second Chance grant programs, including researchers from

7According to DOJ, the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) legacy Grants Management System is a web-based, data-driven computer application that provides cradle-to-grave support for the application, award, and management of grants and cooperative agreements at OJP. The system has two interfaces. The internal interface allows OJP staff to access the system, and the external interface allows grant applicants and recipients to access the system.

8The scope of our review included Second Chance grant program reentry grants awarded by DOJ from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 and that were ultimately accepted by the grantees. We reviewed DOJ data as of December 13, 2021.
Georgia State University and RTI International, a nonprofit research institute.

To address the first and second objectives, we spoke to a nongeneralizable sample of eight Second Chance grant program grantees. To select these grantees, we conducted a two-step selection process. First, we selected two of the 12 Second Chance grant programs that, together, accounted for roughly 17 percent of all Second Chance grant program funds awarded from fiscal years 2019 to 2020, allowed a variety of grant-funded services, and awarded grants to a variety of organizations (e.g., state and local government agencies and nonprofit organizations). Second, we selected grantees from these two programs, ensuring variety with respect to grantee organization type, award year, the target population that the grantee serves, and award amount. In our interviews with grantees, we discussed topics that included how the grantee used or planned to use grant funds and whether and how they plan to evaluate their programs. Although results from these interviews are not generalizable to the entire population of grantees, they give important context and illustrative examples of grantees’ experiences in providing reentry services.

To address our third objective, we reviewed DOJ documents related to the collection and reporting of performance data for Second Chance grant programs. For example, we reviewed DOJ’s requirements for grantees to provide performance data. We also reviewed publicly available documents, including budget justifications from fiscal years 2019 through 2022, as well as DOJ fact sheets meant for external parties. We assessed the information contained in these products against our body of work on managing for results, particularly the leading practices for including information about data accuracy and reliability when reporting performance data. Additionally, we interviewed DOJ officials regarding their use of performance data.

We conducted this performance audit from January 2021 to April 2022 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our

---

9We selected the Adult and Youth Offender Reentry Demonstration Programs. For a full list of the 12 Second Chance grant programs, see table 1.

findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

## Background

### Second Chance Reauthorization Act

The Second Chance Act of 2007 was signed into law on April 9, 2008, and authorized evidence-based programs that reduce recidivism and assist individuals reentering the community.\(^\text{11}\) For example, it authorized programs to provide individuals with educational, literacy, vocational, and job placement services to facilitate reentry into the community. The Second Chance Act reauthorized or amended previous grant programs related to reentry, including the Adult and Juvenile Offender State and Local Reentry Demonstration Projects program.\(^\text{12}\) It also created new reentry grant programs.\(^\text{13}\)

On December 21, 2018, the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 was enacted as Title V of the First Step Act of 2018. It reauthorized or amended several grant programs in the Second Chance Act of 2007, including the Adult and Juvenile Offender State and Local Reentry Demonstration Projects program and the Offender Reentry Substance Abuse and Criminal Justice Collaboration Program.\(^\text{14}\) The Act authorizes grant funding in fiscal years 2019 through 2023.\(^\text{15}\)

### DOJ Component Roles and Responsibilities

According to DOJ, its Office of Justice Programs (OJP) provides federal leadership, grants, and other resources to prevent and reduce crime and strengthen the criminal and juvenile justice systems. OJP components award grants to state, county, local, and federally recognized tribal government agencies, as well as to nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher education, and small businesses. Three OJP components have a role in administering and evaluating the Second Chance grant programs:


\(^{13}\)For example, section 201 of the Act, Pub. L. No. 110-199, § 201, 122 Stat. 657, 678-79, authorized the Offender Reentry Substance Abuse and Criminal Justice Collaboration Program.


\(^{15}\)See 34 U.S.C. §§ 10631(o)(1), 60521(f)(1).
BJA administers grants that provide reentry services that screen, assess, and meet various reentry needs of individuals returning to their communities. For example, the services may relate to education, employment, housing, substance abuse treatment, mentoring, and other social service and family supports for adults both before and after their release.

OJJDP administers reentry grants to help prevent and respond to juvenile delinquency and victimization. For example, it supports local and state efforts to prevent delinquency and improve the juvenile justice system.

NIJ is the research, development, and evaluation agency of DOJ. It supports research on crime and justice issues, regularly engages with criminal and juvenile justice researchers and professionals, and informs the national conversation on issues related to criminal and juvenile justice and public safety, according to NIJ.

**DOJ Awarded $136 Million in Second Chance Grants from Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOJ Awarded 144 Grants, Primarily to Nonprofit Organizations and State and County Government Agencies</th>
<th>From fiscal years 2019 to 2020, DOJ awarded 144 grants, totaling $136 million, across the Second Chance grant programs. The Comprehensive Community-Based Mentoring and Transitional Service Grants to Nonprofit Organizations Program awarded the highest amount of funding across the 2 fiscal years, with 30 grants totaling more than $23 million. Table 1 shows the number of grants awarded and the amount of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

16DOJ administered 12 reentry grant programs from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 that made grant awards under or were amended by provisions of the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018. BJA administered 10 of the 12 Second Chance grant programs, including those that focused on adult offender populations and that supported grantees via training, technical assistance, or evaluation support. OJJDP administered two of the programs that focused on juvenile offenders and children of incarcerated parents.

17For some programs, DOJ awarded grants in one of the 2 fiscal years, while in others, it awarded grants in both.
funds awarded in each of the 12 programs.\textsuperscript{18} Appendix I provides more information about each of the 12 Second Chance grant programs and grantees and gives examples of services provided by grantees to assist people reentering communities.

Table 1: Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Grant Program, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department of Justice (DOJ) component that administers grant program</th>
<th>Grant program name</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars)</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of Justice Assistance</td>
<td>Comprehensive Community-Based Mentoring and Transitional Service Grants to Nonprofit Organizations Program</td>
<td>23,035,785</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offender Reentry Substance Abuse and Criminal Justice Collaboration Program</td>
<td>22,188,867</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovations in Reentry Initiative: Adult Offender Reentry Demonstration Program</td>
<td>14,351,501</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive Corrections Training and Technical Assistance</td>
<td>13,336,830</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pay for Success: Outcomes-based Contracting to Lower Recidivism and Homelessness</td>
<td>13,029,564</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovations In Supervision Initiative: Building Capacity To Create Safer Communities</td>
<td>9,958,594</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correctional Adult Reentry Education, Employment, and Recidivism Reduction Strategies</td>
<td>6,884,979</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second Chance Act Training and Technical Assistance</td>
<td>4,999,959</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improving Community Supervision Outcomes Through Swift, Certain, and Fair Responses</td>
<td>3,744,160</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second Chance Act Evaluation Participation Support Program</td>
<td>2,400,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention</td>
<td>Children of Incarcerated Parents</td>
<td>14,221,897</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth Offender Reentry Demonstration Program</td>
<td>8,229,900</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>136,382,036</strong></td>
<td><strong>144</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice (DOJ) data. | GAO-22-104641

Note: This table includes reentry grants that were awarded by DOJ from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 and that were ultimately accepted by the grantees. DOJ provided the data as of December 13, 2021.

Together, nonprofit organizations, state government agencies, and county government agencies received the majority of the awards (129 of 144) and 89 percent of the total funds awarded across the 2 fiscal years.

\textsuperscript{18}NIJ also awarded one grant for a third-party evaluation of Second Chance grant programs. This evaluation is required by the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018. Section 507 of the First Step Act, Pub. L. No. 115-391, § 507, 132 Stat. 5194, 5235-37, requires NIJ to evaluate the effectiveness of grants used by DOJ to support offender reentry and recidivism reduction programs at the state, local, tribal, and federal levels.
Figure 1 shows the number of grants and the amount of funds awarded for each grantee type.

**Figure 1: Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Grantee Type, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organizations</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions of higher education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small business</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice (DOJ) data. | GAO-22-104641

Note: County government agencies include grantees who identified themselves as a county government agency or a Parish Sheriff’s office. Local government agencies include grantees who identified themselves as a special purpose local government or a township. Tribal entities include grantees who identified themselves as a federally recognized Indian or Native American tribal government or an Indian or Native American tribally designated organization. Nonprofit organizations include grantees who identified themselves as a nonprofit organization with 501(c)3 IRS status (other than an institution of higher education). This figure includes reentry grants that were awarded by DOJ from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 and that were ultimately accepted by the grantees. DOJ provided the data as of December 13, 2021.

Second Chance grant program grantees were located in 45 states and territories across the U.S. Figure 2 shows the location of grant recipients and the combined dollar amount of all grants awarded in that state or territory. For example, grantees located in three states (California, Florida, and Ohio) and Washington, D.C. received a total of $5 million or more in grant funding from fiscal years 2019 to 2020. Grantees may serve individuals or entities beyond the state in which they are located.
Figure 2: Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Location, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020

Note: This figure shows the combined dollar amount awarded to all grantees within a state or territory. Grantees include state government agencies, county government agencies, local government agencies, tribal government entities, nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher education, and small businesses. Grantees may be serving entities or individuals in states other than the one in which the grantee is located. This figure includes reentry grants that were awarded by DOJ from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 and that were ultimately accepted by the grantees. DOJ provided the data as of December 13, 2021.
DOJ’s Second Chance grant programs support a variety of activities during the grant periods, which range from 36 to 55 months. For example, grantees in some programs may provide reentry services directly to individuals leaving prisons and jails, or they may use the funds to make improvements to the broader system of services for people reentering their communities. Below are examples of activities that may be supported, depending on the specific program under which the funds were awarded.

**Provision of reentry services.** To support services such as education and employment assistance, housing, mental health care, and substance use disorder treatment.

**Collaboration with external stakeholders.** To build task forces or other kinds of formal partnerships with local reentry stakeholders, such as nonprofit organizations, local governments, and employers.

**Systems improvement.** To identify and implement changes meant to improve reentry systems or build capacity. This might include training grantee staff better to meet the needs of the population being served, identifying and closing gaps in the reentry system, or implementing strategies to help programs serve more individuals.

**Training and technical assistance.** To provide knowledge, resources, and project management guidance to help Second Chance grant program grantees meet the objectives and deliverables of their projects. For example, technical assistance providers help grantees develop action plans, provide subject matter expertise, and assist with collecting and reporting on their progress.

**Evaluation support and performance data.** To develop performance measures or track data on participant experiences during and after receiving services.

Each of the 12 Second Chance grant programs requires or allows grantees to use funding for a specific set of activities, according to the related grant program solicitations (see app. I). For example, nine of the 12 programs allow or require grantees to use funds for the provision of reentry services or systems improvement. In addition, two programs fund training and technical assistance for Second Chance grant program grantees. One program funds grantees to participate in NIJ’s evaluation of Second Chance grant programs, which we discuss later in this report.

---

**Examples of Planned Activities among Fiscal Years 2019 and 2020 Second Chance Grant Program Grantees**

One grantee plans to use funds to open a housing unit at one prison to provide treatment and pro-social supports for approximately 315 individuals. Participants will be linked to treatment and enhanced support, following reentry. Priority will be given to individuals with moderate to severe opiate, alcohol, and amphetamine use disorders.

One grantee plans to use funds to support expanding permanent supportive housing with intensive case management to 140 individuals experiencing homelessness. To measure intervention outcomes, the grant recipient will statistically compare participant outcomes with those of a comparison group.

One grantee plans to use funds to establish a program for adjudicated youth with Traumatic Brain Injury in four pilot-site residential programs. The program will begin prior to release, in conjunction with vocational rehabilitation, and continuing postrelease to promote successful community reentry.

Source: Department of Justice. | GAO-22-104641
Representatives from Second Chance grant program grantees that we spoke to said that the COVID-19 pandemic has presented a number of challenges to their grant programs, including staffing shortages; technical difficulties in delivering virtual services; and a lack of program materials, due to supply chain delays. One representative told us that their program staff fell ill from COVID-19, causing delays in delivering programming and spending grant funds. Although one representative said that their organization was able to adapt to online classes, others told us they were unable to deliver services virtually, which limited their ability to serve their target populations. For example, one representative said they were starting to implement programming when the pandemic hit, but their technological capabilities could not support virtual provision of services, and they had to halt programming. Another said that their vocational education program could not continue because the courses, such as welding and manufacturing, require hands-on experience. Additionally, one representative at a grantee organization that offers vocational training said that they experienced challenges related to supply chain interruptions; for example, they could not obtain clippers and face shields for their barbering classes.

Similarly, DOJ officials told us that COVID-19 has affected Second Chance grant program grantees and how they have delivered grant-funded services. Specifically, these officials said that COVID-19 has affected every aspect of corrections, including the Second Chance grant program reentry grants that DOJ awarded. For example, DOJ officials said that some prisons and jails limited the entry of external parties into their facilities to provide grant-funded services, due to COVID-19. Agency officials also highlighted grantee staff illnesses and difficulties in providing virtual services. Also, a DOJ official stated that one grant recipient in California returned grant funding. The grantee told DOJ they were no longer able to meet the requirements of a federal grant, due to COVID-19 and wildfires. Agency officials said that some fiscal year 2018 awards

---

19We have reported previously that the COVID-19 pandemic has also had effects on federal prisons. For example, inmates faced reduced access to certain programs, services, visitors, and facility spaces, as well as quarantining procedures that have resulted in reduced staff availability and increased the use of overtime. See GAO, Bureau of Prisons: BOP Could Further Enhance Its COVID-19 Response by Capturing and Incorporating Lessons Learned, GAO-21-502 (Washington, D.C.: July 29, 2021).
Ongoing Evaluations Aim to Provide Some Information on Grant Effectiveness

DOJ has two efforts as of December 2021 to evaluate the effectiveness of its Second Chance grant programs: (1) an NIJ-funded evaluation of three grantees and (2) evaluations of individual programs conducted by the grantees and their external evaluation partners.

**NIJ-funded evaluation.** NIJ is funding an evaluation of the effectiveness of three Second Chance grant program reentry grants. This evaluation will analyze the extent to which programs improve reentry outcomes, such as employment, education, housing, and reductions in recidivism, relative to comparable individuals not participating in the programs. DOJ has taken or is planning to take the following actions with regard to the evaluation:

- **Grantee selections.** In early 2020, DOJ partnered with RTI International to help identify grantees that could be included in the NIJ evaluation. Specifically, RTI International assessed the grantee population and, in collaboration with NIJ and BJA, identified 16 grantees it thought would be best suited to conduct a randomized controlled trial. It categorized these 16 grantees based on their level of suitability, considering factors such as whether they had design weaknesses, anticipated sufficient enrollment, and their openness to random assignment of participants. According to DOJ officials, NIJ used this analysis to identify six preferred grantees. RTI International estimated that including five grantees would provide sufficient

---

20According to DOJ, grantees have the ability to request an extension of their active award period to complete their award activities.

21According to DOJ, this evaluation will help address a requirement in the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018. See Pub. L. No. 115-391, § 507, 132 Stat. 5222, 5235-37. NIJ’s planned evaluation includes three grants approved by BJA, including two grants awarded in fiscal year 2018 and one awarded in fiscal year 2019. Although our review focused on grants awarded from fiscal years 2019 to 2020, we have included a discussion of all three grants in this section, including the awards from fiscal year 2018.

22RTI International is an independent, nonprofit institute that provides research, development, and technical services.

23Randomized controlled trials are studies in which participants are randomly assigned to an intervention group that receives, or is eligible to receive, the intervention and a control group that does not receive the intervention.
participants for statistical analysis to detect smaller program effects. In February 2020, BJA published a solicitation that invited BJA’s Second Chance grant program grantees to apply to participate in the evaluation. BJA officials also told us that they reached out to the six preferred grantees to encourage them to apply. BJA received three applications (all from the pool of preferred grantees) and selected all three to participate in the evaluation.

- **Evaluation effort.** In December 2020, NIJ selected Georgia State University to design and ultimately conduct an evaluation of multiple Second Chance grant program grantees. In August 2021, the research team determined that all three selected grantees would be suitable for evaluation. The team provided NIJ with its evaluation plans for each grantee, two of which included plans for randomized controlled trials. Since two of the grantees experienced delays related to COVID-19, the researchers intend to monitor implementation at those locations and deliver to DOJ any necessary updates to the evaluation plans in 2022. Georgia State University’s evaluation plans include providing DOJ a draft of the final report in 2025.

The planned evaluation could allow DOJ to report information to Congress and other stakeholders on the effectiveness of the three selected grantee programs. For example, according to the lead researcher, the planned evaluation intends to assess each grantee program’s effectiveness across several reentry-related areas, such as recidivism, housing, employment, and education. The team may also assess participants’ sense of agency, or, their belief that they have control over their lives and actions.

NIJ officials told us that they had sought an evaluation that included randomized controlled trials and prioritized grantees that were willing and able to conduct these trials. Agency officials said that one result of prioritizing randomized controlled trials was that the evaluation only includes three out of the hundreds of Second Chance grant program reentry grants awarded. Conducting randomized controlled trials can be logistically complicated and expensive, compared with other, less rigorous methods.24 For example, randomized assignment can require

---

24 Pursuant to section 507 of the First Step Act of 2018, Pub. L. No. 115-391, § 507, 132 Stat. 5194, 5235-37, not more than 1 percent of any amounts authorized to be appropriated to carry out the Second Chance Act grant program shall be made available to NIJ each year to evaluate the processes, implementation, outcomes, costs, and effectiveness of the Second Chance Act grant program in improving reentry and reducing recidivism.
that grantees have a larger number of participants. According to agency
officials, some grantees may also not have been able to randomly assign
participants due to state law or agency policies. However, randomized
controlled trials are generally considered a rigorous methodology, often
referred to as the “gold standard” for impact evaluation.25

The sample size and overall methodology of NIJ’s evaluation will
influence what conclusions can be drawn from the evaluation. For
example, the planned evaluation will not be representative of all Second
Chance grant program grantees. The three selected grantees all provide
adult reentry services; thus, the evaluation will not provide evidence about
the effectiveness of juvenile reentry programs. Further, the number of
individuals that grantees serve will not be finalized until sometime in
2022, as at least one grantee plans to recruit participants through early
2022. The number of individuals served will affect the extent to which
researchers will be able to detect program effects. However, as described
above, the research team intends to include randomized controlled trials.
According to the research team, if the studies are completed as planned,
the methodology may allow DOJ to say with confidence whether the
activities of the selected grantees had measurable effects on participant
recidivism and potentially other outcomes of interest.

Evaluations conducted by grantees or their partners. According to
DOJ officials and grant solicitations for five of the 12 Second Chance
grant programs (accounting for 52 of 144 grants awarded from fiscal
years 2019 to 2020), grantees are generally required to conduct
evaluations of their programs.26 Grantees are generally required to submit
the evaluation reports within 120 days of the end of the grant period. For
example, grantees in the 2020 Innovations in Reentry Initiative: Adult
Offender Reentry Demonstration Grant Program are required to submit
their preliminary evaluations by October 2023 and their final evaluations
by January 2025, according to the grant solicitation.


26The five programs accounted for 87 grants awarded from fiscal years 2019 to 2020. All
different programs required evaluations in fiscal year 2019, but only half of the five programs
required evaluations in fiscal year 2020. According to OJP officials, not all grantees are
required to evaluate their programs because the agency prioritized evaluations for some
programs over others. For example, OJP officials told us they required evaluations for
certain programs that included innovative reentry approaches.
In December 2021, DOJ officials told us it was not yet clear what effectiveness information they will be able to gather from the grantee evaluations. Grantees required to evaluate their programs can have discretion over the type of evaluation they conduct (i.e., process evaluation or assessments of program effectiveness). OJP officials said that they use the results of grantee evaluations to gather more information about service delivery in the field, rather than for understanding program effectiveness. In addition, some grantees have discretion over the grant program outcomes they evaluate. For example, while some grants require grantees to specifically focus on recidivism, others allow grantees to measure additional outcomes, such as reductions in drug or alcohol use. Representatives from one grantee organization we interviewed said they are planning to assess educational and employment outcomes, in addition to recidivism outcomes.

Also, according to DOJ officials, as of December 2021, more than 40 additional grantees have indicated that they may conduct an evaluation, even though their grant awards do not require it. As DOJ noted in regard to the required evaluations, it is not yet clear what type of evaluations the grantees will conduct and whether the evaluations will focus on outcomes such as recidivism.

Grant program solicitations indicated that as a condition of receiving grant funding, Second Chance grant program grantees are required to regularly report performance data to OJP, such as the number of participants who completed the grantee’s program. DOJ has reported these data in its budget justifications to Congress and in program fact sheets for external readers. However, in these documents, DOJ did not identify key limitations of the performance data or highlight what conclusions a reader can or cannot draw from these data. For example, NIJ previously stated in a 2019 memorandum that Second Chance grant programs’

27Process evaluations include assessments of the quality or efficiency of program operations, and how well program operations adhere to program design. These evaluations can help describe the program as actually experienced. Outcome evaluations assess the extent to which a program achieves its outcome-oriented objectives or other important outcomes, such as reductions in recidivism. Evaluations of effectiveness, or impact evaluations, assess the extent to which outcomes are attributable to the program.

28The follow-up period for grantee evaluations in some cases is 1 year, while NIJ’s definition of recidivism is measured by criminal acts that resulted in rearrest, reconviction, or return to prison with or without a new sentence during the 3-year period following the person’s release.
performance measures should not be used as evidence of the effectiveness of those programs.\textsuperscript{29}

Our framework on managing for results in government specifies that agencies should transparently report results.\textsuperscript{30} Specifically, when reporting performance information, the leading practices state that agencies should discuss the accuracy and reliability of the data being reported, including a presentation of any limitations of the data. In addition, we previously reported that credible performance information is essential for accurately assessing an agency’s progress toward its goals and, in cases where goals are not met, identifying opportunities for improvement or whether goals need to be adjusted.\textsuperscript{31}

Second Chance grant program grantees are required to track grantee performance along specific measures and report those data quarterly or semiannually to OJP as a condition of receiving grant funding. Some performance measures focus on outputs, such as the number of participants who received employment or educational services. Other measures focus on outcomes, such as the number of participants who obtained employment or the rate of rearrests among participants.\textsuperscript{32}

DOJ reported these performance data in published products, including to justify its annual budget requests to decision makers and to highlight accomplishments in Second Chance grant program fact sheets.\textsuperscript{33} For


\textsuperscript{30}GAO, Leading Practices in Managing for Results in Government.


\textsuperscript{32}Output measures are meant to capture the amount of activity that will be provided by the grantee over a period of time. Outcome measures are meant to capture progress made toward achieving the intended result of a program.

\textsuperscript{33}In support of the President’s budget request, executive branch departments are to submit budget justifications to the congressional appropriations committees, typically to explain the key changes between the current appropriation and the amounts requested for the next fiscal year.
example, DOJ’s fiscal year 2022 budget request sent to Congress reported the percentages of youth enrolled in OJJDP juvenile justice programs (including Second Chance grant programs) who reoffended in calendar years 2016 through 2019. Also, OJP reported performance data for the Innovations in Reentry Initiative program in a fact sheet covering fiscal years 2015 through 2020.34 The fact sheet noted that over half of the participants who were enrolled in employment services gained employment and that two-thirds of participants who completed postrelease program requirements obtained housing.35

However, these products do not include information on the limitations of such data, nor what conclusions can and cannot be drawn from the data about program effectiveness. For example, neither document notes that program participants may have received support from sources other than the Second Chance grant programs and that readers cannot conclude that outcomes are a result of participation in those programs.

In 2019, NIJ solicited and received feedback from 13 experts on draft performance measurement questions that it planned to request Second Chance grant program grantees to periodically answer.36 These experts identified limitations that may influence what conclusions may be drawn from the performance measures.37 For example, one expert identified the limitation described above—that support from sources other than the Second Chance grant programs may affect the results captured by the performance measures. The expert noted that Second Chance grant program grantees can use grant funding to make improvements to existing systems and service delivery rather than to create new systems.

34The Innovations in Reentry Initiative: Adult Offender Reentry Demonstration Grant Program is one of DOJ’s 12 Second Chance grant programs.

35Bureau of Justice Assistance, Innovations in Reentry Initiative.

36These experts included researchers and academics with expertise in evaluations (particularly evaluations of Second Chance grant programs), prior Second Chance grant program grantees, and others. NIJ conducted this outreach and consultation process in accordance with Section 507 of the First Step Act. Pub. L. No. 115-391, § 507, 132 Stat. 5194, 5235-37. Expert feedback was not published, but NIJ summarized the process in its 2019 memo, The Development of Metrics to Assess Outcomes for the Second Chance Act Grant Program: A Response to Title V of the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018, NCJ 253097.

37According to OJP, BJA is in the process of using the expert feedback, along with other resources, to revise its performance measurement questions for the Second Chance grant programs and plans for fiscal year 2021 grantees to begin reporting on the new measures in January 2022. According to OJJDP, it is also in the process of revising performance measures for juvenile-oriented Second Chance grant programs.
and services. As a result, DOJ may not be able to attribute participant outcomes solely to their participation in Second Chance grant programs. OJP’s published documents we reviewed do not mention this limitation.

Three of the 13 experts highlighted that OJP does not collect data about comparison groups for all of its programs. Without comparison group data, OJP cannot determine whether outcomes are the same or different for individuals who participated in a Second Chance grant program versus those who did not participate. For example, in its fact sheet, OJP reported that two-thirds of program participants obtained housing. As OJP did not collect comparison group data, it is possible that the percentage of participants who obtained housing may have been the same as or lower than the percentage of individuals who did not participate in the program. However, this limitation was not identified in the fact sheet.

In addition, four of the 13 experts identified limitations in the specificity of the housing or employment measures. Specifically, one of the experts said that these measures do not ask what type of housing or employment participants obtained. For example, in its fact sheet, OJP reported that 53 percent of participants obtained employment but did not note that employment may be temporary, part-time, seasonal, or low-wage. For the two-thirds of participants who reported that they had obtained housing, the housing may be temporary (e.g., staying at a shelter) rather than more stable housing (e.g., renting an apartment). This also was not specified in the fact sheet.

OJP officials stated that grantee performance data are not intended to provide evidence of the effectiveness of its Second Chance grant programs. In addition, in a 2019 memorandum, NIJ said that Second Chance grant programs’ performance measures should not be used to determine the effectiveness of those programs without the use of a control or comparison group. Officials also stated that documents that include Second Chance grant program performance data do not state that these outcomes are evidence of program effectiveness. However, DOJ presents these data in its annual budget requests and refers to these data as Second Chance grant program accomplishments in fact sheets. By ensuring that published products that include Second Chance Reauthorization Act performance data clearly identify the limitations of those data, as is consistent with leading practices for transparently reporting performance information, DOJ can provide the necessary

38NIJ, Development of Metrics.
Individuals across the U.S. leave prisons and jails to return to their homes, families, and communities every day. However, many individuals face challenges during this transition and may go on to reoffend and return to prison—one DOJ study found that approximately 60 percent of people released from state prisons in 2012 were rearrested within 3 years.\(^3\) As part of DOJ’s Second Chance grant programs, grantees periodically report performance data, such as the number of program participants who gained employment and housing after release. DOJ has reported these data in published documents, including fact sheets highlighting program accomplishments and budget justifications sent to Congress. However, the published documents do not discuss the limitations of the performance data, which can help readers understand what conclusions can and cannot be drawn from the data. Clearly identifying the limitations of the performance data, as is consistent with leading practices for reporting performance information, would help Congress and the public better understand what is known about the effectiveness of DOJ’s reentry grant programs, and the potential challenges the agency faces, in aiding individuals’ reentry into society after incarceration.

**Recommendation for Executive Action**

The Attorney General should ensure published products that include Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 performance data clearly identify the limitations of those data. (Recommendation 1)

We provided a draft of this report to DOJ for review and comment. In its written comments, which are reproduced in appendix II, DOJ concurred with our recommendation. DOJ also provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Attorney General, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at [https://www.gao.gov](https://www.gao.gov).

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or GoodwinG@gao.gov. Contact points for our

\(^3\)Bureau of Justice Statistics, *Recidivism of Prisoners Released in 34 States in 2012*. 
Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report are listed in appendix III.

Gretta L. Goodwin
Director
Homeland Security and Justice
Appendix I: Department of Justice Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Programs

The Department of Justice (DOJ) administered 12 reentry grant programs from fiscal years 2019 to 2020 that made grant awards under or were amended by provisions of the Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018. Summaries of each grant program are presented below—that is, one for each of the 12 programs. Each summary includes a description of the program’s purpose and examples of activities that DOJ allows or requires grantees to use grant funding to support, as described in the program’s grant solicitations. For some programs, DOJ awarded grants in both fiscal years, while in others, it awarded grants in one year, which we noted in the figure titles. Additionally, DOJ changed the stated purpose from year to year for some programs, while others remained unchanged. We noted in the summaries where the stated program purpose differed based on the year. Each summary also includes data on what types of organizations received grant awards and how much funding they received, using DOJ data from the Grants Management System. Finally, each summary includes examples of how grantees plan to use grant funds, using DOJ data from the Grants Management System and interviews that we conducted with grantees.

PURPOSE

- To develop comprehensive case management plans that directly address criminogenic risks and needs, as identified by validated risk assessments, and include delivery or facilitation of services in a manner consistent with participants’ learning styles and abilities.

- To demonstrate increased collaboration between community- and faith-based organizations and corrections, community supervision, law enforcement, and other local reentry stakeholders.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to provide 360 individuals reentering the community with a comprehensive case management plan to include 20 hours of evidence-based programming each week. It plans to provide substance use disorder treatment, including medication-assisted treatment, 12-step recovery, and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. Additional services include educational, literacy, and employment (e.g., interviewing skills, resume building, and transitional jobs strategy).

- The grantee plans to offer 120 individuals prerelease classes on a weekly basis, including a job-readiness curriculum. After an individual’s release, the grantee plans to meet weekly with participants in support groups to provide one-on-one case management services. The grantee plans to also help participants secure employment and housing, and refer participants to local partners for substance abuse and mental health treatment.

- The grantee plans to provide 105 individuals with intensive case management, restorative justice programs, behavioral health treatment, medication-assisted substance use disorder treatment, art and theatre therapy services, and postrelease employment and educational support services. The grantee plans to provide services during incarceration and up to 12 months after release.

REQUIREMENTS OR ALLOWABLE USES

- Mentoring adult offenders from incarceration through postrelease.

- Providing transitional services, such as educational and literacy, employment, mental health care, substance use disorder treatment, and family services.

- Providing training for correctional staff about offender and victims’ issues.

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY GRANTEE TYPE, FISCAL YEARS 2019 TO 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organization</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>[Bar chart showing funds awarded]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution of higher education</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.C. Number of awards

0 1 2 3

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data | GAO-22-104641
OFFENDER REENTRY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE COLLABORATION PROGRAM

PURPOSE

- To improve access to and delivery of standardized screening and assessment, comprehensive case management, and pre- and postrelease programming that addresses criminogenic needs, such as mental illness and substance abuse treatment (fiscal year 2019).
- To improve the provision of drug treatment to offenders, and reduce the use of alcohol and other drugs by long-term substance abusers during incarceration and parole or supervision (fiscal year 2020).

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to open a housing unit at one prison to provide treatment and pro-social supports for approximately 315 individuals who are within a year of release. Participants will be linked to treatment and enhanced support following release. Priority will be given to individuals with moderate to severe opiate, alcohol, and amphetamine use disorders.

- The grantee plans to use funds to support its opioid recovery program for youth ages 18 to 24. The grantee partners with two national community-based organizations to create comprehensive pre- and postrelease programming to help high-risk young people change critical behaviors and break the cycles of incarceration and substance use. The grantee plans to provide a variety of programming including substance use treatment, Medicated Assisted Treatment, parenting classes, and community based therapy.

- The grantee plans to use funds to support its peer support program, which will provide 320 participants with mentorships and peer recovery group activities to ease the transition back into the community. These activities will be under the direction of a certified peer support specialist with lived recovery and criminal justice experience.

REQUIREMENTS OR ALLOWABLE USES

- Provide substance abuse and mental health assessment and treatment during incarceration, pre- and postrelease case management, and linkages to other reentry services, such as employment, education and life skills training (fiscal year 2019).
- Improve drug treatment programs in facilities, provide family treatment programs for incarcerated parents, develop and implement programs for supervised long-term substance abusers, and provide addiction recovery support services (fiscal year 2020).

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY GRANTEE TYPE, FISCAL YEARS 2019 TO 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organization</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY LOCATION, FISCAL YEARS 2019 TO 2020

Number of awards:
- 0
- 1
- 2
- 3

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
PURPOSE

• To identify assets and gaps in reentry systems and develop and implement improvements to them that reduce recidivism and crime and improve public safety in grantee jurisdictions.¹

REQUIREMENTS OR ALLOWABLE USES

• Convene a task force of reentry stakeholders and examine policies in four capacity areas: data-driven decision making; staff allocation; quality and capacity of community providers to address client needs; and other barriers to successful reentry.

• Address identified gaps and deficits (a) general system improvements and (b) a demonstration project. Grantees in 2019 were asked to do both (a) and (b); grantees in 2020 were asked to do (a) or (b).

• Work with a third-party evaluator in a research-practitioner partnership.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

• The grantee plans to use funds to support the tribal reentry program. This program uses the tribal culture to reduce recidivism, incorporate culture and community connection in supporting wellness, and address the needs of family, community, and public safety. Grantee staff plan to work with participants to identify their personal goals, connect them to community resources, and rebuild their identity in their family, community and culture.

• The grantee plans to use funds to identify and serve incarcerated veterans in their state. This includes creating a sustainable process to identify incarcerated veterans, establishing a veterans-only housing unit at one facility that will be a preferred housing option staffed by veterans, and offering specialized services from providers trained in posttraumatic stress disorder and traumatic brain injury. The grantee also plans to connect individuals with the state’s veterans department to ensure they receive all the services that veterans on the outside receive.

• The grantee plans to use funds to support and expand its job preparation program for individuals who are within 4 to 6 months of release. The grantee plans to offer four vocational pathways: technology, barbershop, janitorial, and forklift certification. The grantee plans to employ a randomized control trial, which will support the final evaluation component of the program.

Source: GAO interviews with program grantees and GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641

¹This program is part of the Bureau of Justice Assistance’s Innovations in Public Safety portfolio, which invests in the development of practitioner-researcher partnerships that use evidence and innovation to create effective, economical strategies. According to DOJ, this approach enables jurisdictions to understand the full extent of the crime challenges they face and to direct resources to the highest priorities.
### Purpose

- To provide comprehensive and high-quality training and technical assistance to the Bureau of Justice Assistance’s (BJA) grantees and criminal justice practitioners to improve the delivery of correctional services and increase public safety by improving outcomes for people detained and incarcerated in correctional facilities.

### Requirements or Allowable Uses

- The roles of the selected training and technical assistance providers will be to assist BJA grantees and subgrantees in accomplishing the objectives of the overall program and the objectives of their specific grant-funded projects. Additionally, the selected providers will need to be responsive to requests for information or assistance from criminal justice practitioners while also advancing the state of knowledge in their respective subjects. Approaches will range from simple to complex, from short-to long-term, from agency-specific to system-wide. Mechanisms can include, but are not limited to: conference calls, onsite consultation, video conferencing, webinars, publications, peer-to-peer learning sessions, coaching, communities of practice, customized resource packets, facilitated sessions, trainings, and guided planning processes (e.g., planning and implementation guides, strategic planning, development and/or review of policy and procedures, and in-person grantee trainings).

### Examples of Planned Uses

- The grantee plans to use funds to work with BJA and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to operate the National Reentry Resource Center website. The grantee plans to provide training and technical assistance to grantees, develop tools, enhance the Resource Center website, and build relationships to significantly scale up the adoption and effective implementation of approaches that work to reduce recidivism and improve other reentry outcomes. The grantee plans to use a knowledge management system to enable BJA and OJJDP to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the training and technical assistance, grantee progress toward goals, and to identify gaps and needs to inform future products and services.

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
PAY FOR SUCCESS: OUTCOMES-BASED CONTRACTING TO LOWER RECIDIVISM AND HOMELESSNESS

PURPOSE

- To convert reentry and permanent supportive housing service contracts into outcomes-based contracts in order to ensure accountability and improve performance with regard to recidivism reduction and increasing nights housed and emergency service savings (fiscal year 2019).
- To purchase permanent supportive and recovery housing, as well as other types of reentry services which are tailored to individuals leaving incarceration, particularly those with substance use disorders (fiscal year 2020).

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to support expanding permanent supportive housing with intensive case management to 140 individuals experiencing homelessness over 3 years. To measure intervention outcomes, the grantee will statistically compare participant outcomes with those of a comparison group. The grantee plans to partner with community based organizations that have substantial experience in providing permanent supportive housing to provide technical assistance.
- The grantee plans to use funding to double the scale of a pilot program for permanent supportive housing and Assertive Community Treatment services, ultimately serving 100 individuals with severe mental illness. The pilot program will use the Frequent User Systems Engagement approach, an outcomes-based methodology developed by the Corporation for Supportive Housing. The grantee plans to work with an experienced intermediary to manage the contract, and an independent evaluator to measure performance and validate outcomes.
- The grantee plans to use funds to implement a comprehensive reentry program offering substance use disorder treatment, recovery housing, and employment supports to 100-200 individuals with a substance use disorder who have been recently released from prison. This program will address an urgent need for additional recovery housing. The grantee plans to work with an experienced intermediary to define contract terms and establish infrastructure to manage performance.

Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Grantee Type, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 Grant Awards, by Location, Fiscal Years 2019 to 2020

Number of awards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
INNOVATIONS IN SUPERVISION INITIATIVE: BUILDING CAPACITY TO CREATE SAFER COMMUNITIES

PURPOSE

- To improve the capacity and effectiveness of probation and parole agencies to increase probation and parole success rates and reduce the rate of recidivism for those under supervision. Such efforts are intended to reduce crime, victimization, admissions to prisons and jails, and save taxpayer funds.*

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to provide training on Core Correctional Practices for 30 probation and parole officers. Planned training includes engaging community providers on working effectively with individuals on probation and will partially cover community treatment for those receiving dosage probation. The grantee also plans to use funds for an outside evaluator.

- The grantee plans to use funds to develop place-based supervision strategies to reduce distances between clients and supervision offices and treatment centers. It is a project that uses mobile and machine learning technologies to reduce recidivism by bringing effective supervision strategies directly into clients’ lives through their smartphones. This project targets specific barriers to compliance by making existing programs and services more accessible, thus encouraging positive behavioral changes.

- The grantee plans to use funds to create a violence-reduction aftercare program. The grantee plans to maintain an open group structure to effectively reduce the recidivism rate of high-risk individuals on parole, particularly those who have been identified as likely to reoffend violently, as well as those who have failed on community supervision previously.

*This program is part of the Bureau of Justice Assistance’s Innovations in Public Safety portfolio, which invests in the development of practitioner-researcher partnerships that use evidence and innovation to create effective, economical strategies. According to DOJ, this approach enables jurisdictions to understand the full extent of the crime challenges they face and to direct resources to the highest priorities.

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
PURPOSE

- To implement or expand educational, vocational, and employment programs for incarcerated juvenile and adult offenders that result in improved educational and employment outcomes, as measured by certifications and other credentials, diplomas, and jobs.
- To demonstrate increased collaboration between educational and workforce service providers and corrections, community supervision providers, and other reentry stakeholders.

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY GRANTEE TYPE, FISCAL YEAR 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organization</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution of higher education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to expand and to implement new educational, vocational, and employment services training for incarcerated adults reentering the rural workforce. The grantee’s aim is to improve the number of new credentials, certifications, and job offers received by reentrants. The proposed services will focus on the 3-year period before release, with follow-up services upon reentry.
- The grantee plans to use funds to implement a program using several cognitive-behavioral methods, including workshops in which the facilitator models appropriate behavior, participants role play desired behaviors, and facilitators provide feedback and reinforcement. Cognitive restructuring is a major component of the program and focuses on addressing and changing thinking patterns that contribute to behaviors and actions to decrease recidivism and incarceration.
- The grantee plans to use funds to implement a program that builds upon, expands, and enhances an existing large-scale reentry program. This grantee developed and delivered education and training to incarcerated individuals to enable them to find employment or to transition into postsecondary education classes upon release. The new training programs are to focus specifically on welding, hospitality services, and industrial safety, which are fields currently in need of employees in the grantee’s county.

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
SECOND CHANCE ACT TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

PURPOSE

- To have the training and technical assistance providers work with the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) staff to provide knowledge, resources, and project management guidance to all program grantees to meet the objectives and deliverables of their projects.

REQUIREMENTS OR ALLOWABLE USES

- Identify and maintain a list of subject matter experts and their qualifications.
- Assign a subject matter expert to each grantee to help it complete its proposed grant activities.
- Assess grantee performance and provide coaching through monthly calls, and participate in agency-led grant performance reviews.
- Assist grantees with collecting and reporting on performance measures, and identify and explain trends resulting from the performance measure data submissions.
- Collect and document lessons learned and other useful examples for the field at large, then disseminate them via publications, media, and conference presentations.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to serve as the primary adult corrections, juvenile justice, and pretrial and community supervision training and technical assistance provider to Second Chance site-based grantees. The grantee plans to work with BJA and OJJDP to develop and provide tools, training, and resources aimed at helping practitioners, as well as justice-involved individuals, their families, and communities, on the topics of adult corrections, juvenile justice, and pretrial and community supervision.
- The grantee plans to use funds to serve as the primary training and technical assistance provider for behavioral health, housing, and family support to Second Chance site-based grantees. The grantee plans to work with BJA and OJJDP to develop and provide tools, training, and resources aimed at helping practitioners, as well as justice-involved individuals, their families, and communities, on the topics of behavioral health, housing, and family supports.
- The grantee plans to use funds to serve as the primary education and employment training and technical assistance provider to Second Chance site-based grantees. The grantee plans to work with BJA and OJJDP to develop and provide tools, training, and resources aimed at helping practitioners, as well as justice-involved individuals, their families, and communities, on the topics of education and employment.
IMPROVING COMMUNITY SUPERVISION OUTCOMES THROUGH SWIFT, CERTAIN, AND FAIR RESPONSES

PURPOSE

- To expand the application of and to test new implementations of swift, certain, and fair responses that may increase probation and parole success rates. Additionally, the program seeks to reduce the number of crimes committed by those under probation and parole supervision, which may in turn reduce crime, decrease admissions to prisons and jails in a safe and responsible manner, and save taxpayer funds.¹

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to develop and expand its existing program to provide services to clients. Currently, 30 percent of the clients reside in one of three Qualified Opportunity Zones where both the levels of poverty and crime are high. The multidisciplinary team plans to specifically target ways to improve services in those areas to both combat poverty and increase public safety.  

- The grantee plans to use funds to reduce gun-related crime, violence, and recidivism by merging the swift, certain, and fair principles with a trauma-informed approach to connect individuals on probation with trauma-informed resources, services, and supports.  

- The grantee plans to use funds to expand and implement evidence-based accountability court programs to serve high-risk, high-need individuals on probation who have substance use disorder or mental illness. In addition, the grantee plans to use funds to hire a project coordinator to develop policies, procedures, and protocols for community supervision officers in up to four pilot judicial circuits to refer individuals on probation at risk of revocation into an appropriate accountability court program.

Requirements or Allowable Uses

- Hire a full-time, onsite program coordinator to manage the day-to-day operations of the project.
- Develop and implement supervision strategies based on the swift, certain, and fair principles, including responding to both positive and negative client behaviors.
- Evaluate the efficacy of the strategies to reduce recidivism

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY GRANTEE TYPE, FISCAL YEARS 2019 TO 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641

¹This program is part of the Bureau of Justice Assistance’s Innovations in Public Safety portfolio, which invests in the development of practitioner-researcher partnerships that use evidence and innovation to create effective, economical strategies. According to DOJ, this approach enables jurisdictions to understand the full extent of the crime challenges they face and to direct resources to the highest priorities.
SECOND CHANCE ACT EVALUATION PARTICIPATION SUPPORT PROGRAM

PURPOSE

- Grantees will be provided resources to participate as an evaluated site in the National Institute of Justice’s (NIJ) evaluation of Second Chance Reauthorization Act grant programs. Grantees are expected to work collaboratively with the Bureau of Justice Assistance, NIJ, and NIJ’s selected evaluation partners to ensure the successful evaluation of their reentry programs.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funds to evaluate a program which seeks to address recidivism at a more localized level, prior to state involvement. The evaluated program plans to provide comprehensive reentry services to medium- to high-risk incarcerated adults, including case management, housing coordination, cognitive behavioral therapies, mentoring, and entitlement support services as well as substance abuse, medical, mental health, education, and employment linkages through community-based partners.

- The grantee plans to use funds to evaluate a program designed to reduce recidivism among high-risk clients returning from state prison by initiating case planning, service referrals, and reentry preparation for clients before they leave prison. This is to include services related to housing, employment, mental health, and other reentry needs in place when they return home.

- The grantee plans to use funds to evaluate a program for incarcerated parents who are moderate to high-risk of recidivism and are scheduled to be released under supervision. The evaluated program plans to serve at least 150 individuals and utilize random assignment to compare to a control group of 150 individuals.

REQUIREMENTS OR ALLOWABLE USES

- Data collection and extraction, including to supplement or augment their current data systems in order to support the data system requirements of the evaluation.

- A program coordinator to ensure successful collaboration among key partners.

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY GRANTEE TYPE, FISCAL YEAR 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded (dollars in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECOND CHANCE REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 2018 GRANT AWARDS, BY LOCATION, FISCAL YEAR 2020

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
CHILDREN OF INCARCERATED PARENTS

PURPOSE

- To assist states and localities in developing or expanding services that meet the needs of incarcerated parents and their children. Programs should aim to prevent violent crime, reduce recidivism, and provide support for minor children.

- To support the delivery of transitional reentry services, including services to minor children, upon release of the incarcerated parent.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

- The grantee plans to use funding to focus on the unique developmental needs of incarcerated individuals who are 18 to 24 years old and who are parents. Specifically, the grantee plans to create a special housing unit designed to foster a community supporting the needs and challenges of young men still maturing, many of whom have histories involving childhood trauma, violence, and adverse effects on their social, cognitive, academic, and emotional well-being.

- The grantee plans to use funds to reduce the monetary barrier for virtual visits and add space for the parent and child to converse. Goals include strengthening parental relationships and reducing antisocial behaviors. The following services and individualized treatments are planned: established protocols for visiting in a family-friendly room, virtual visitation, audio recording of a parent reading for their child, parent coaching, peer mentoring, education, and employment support.

- The grantee plans to use funds to link multiple existing support structures for children and families with incarcerated loved ones and returning citizens. The grantee plans to use new or expanded interventions to create a fully realized support system for incarcerated parents and their minor children. The expected result is a citywide systems overhaul that has effects far beyond the direct benefits to adult and child clients. The program is designed to address issues with a holistic, family-centered approach that takes into consideration multiple barriers.

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641

Grantee type Number of grants Funds awarded (dollars in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grantee type</th>
<th>Number of grants</th>
<th>Funds awarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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YOUTH OFFENDER REENTRY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

PURPOSE

• To support states, local governments, and tribal governments to provide comprehensive reentry services for moderate to high-risk youthful offenders before, during, and after release from confinement to increase public safety and reduce recidivism.

EXAMPLES OF PLANNED USES

• The grantee plans to use funds to expand and support the state’s current strategies by adding a number of staff with the overarching goal to build out partnerships and help youth gain employment. The grantee partners with local colleges, state sister agencies, and businesses so that participants can earn credentials and job opportunities upon completion of their program, such as welding, robotics, and composites manufacturing. The grantee also plans to use funds to purchase necessary supplies to meet obligations of specific jobs.

• The grantee plans to use funds to establish a program for adjudicated youth with Traumatic Brain Injury in four pilot site residential programs, beginning prior to release in conjunction with vocational rehabilitation, and continuing postrelease to promote successful community reentry. This treatment model has shown to lead to recidivism reduction in adults, and the grantee aims to facilitate similar outcomes among youth.

• The grantee plans to use funds to expand services provided by a partner organization. These include mentorship, classes, and programming. Programming also includes activities with the local arts commission, symphony, school system and focuses on the development of prosocial skills. The grantee also provides Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for participants. The grantee also plans to use funds for a probation officer position.

Source: GAO interviews with program grantees and GAO analysis of Department of Justice grant solicitations and data. | GAO-22-104641
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Appendix II: Comments from the U.S. Department of Justice

U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
Office of the Assistant Attorney General

Washington, D.C. 20531

March 21, 2022

Ms. Gretta Goodwin
Director
Homeland Security and Justice
Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
VIA Electronic Mail at GoodwinG@gaogov

Dear Ms. Goodwin:


The draft GAO report contains one Recommendation for Executive Action directed to the Department of Justice. For ease of review, the recommendation is restated in bold text below, and followed by the Office of Justice Programs’ (OJP) response.

1. The Attorney General should ensure that published products that include Second Chance Reauthorization Act of 2018 performance data clearly identify the limitation of those data.

The Office of Justice Programs agrees with this recommendation. OJP will ensure that published products released by OJP that include Second Chance Act Reauthorization Act of 2018 performance data include a statement that clearly identifies the limitation(s) of such data.

If you have any questions regarding this response, you or your staff may contact Ralph E. Martin, Director, Office of Audit, Assessment, and Management, at (202) 305-1802.

Sincerely,

Amy L. Solomon
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General
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    Director  
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